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To obtain a Ordinary Seaman position with a growing company to utilize my skills 
and qualifications while at the same time gain further experience while enhancing
the company's productivity.

NOVEMBER 2000 – DECEMBER 2004
ORDINARY SEAMAN - ABC CORPORATION

 Performed routine ship maintenance such as scrub deck areas and clean crew 
quarters, coil and splice lines and cables, and operate winches.

 Operated forklift truck Participating in hands-on unrep evolutions transporting 
cargo from one ship to another.

 Worked on ammunition ships palletizing and staging ammunition such as 
missiles nuclear bombs and poison gases inside a weapon station base.

 Regularly checked cargo for wear and tear, broken or compromised 
securements, shifting, or any other sort of noncompliance.

 Performed a variety of duties concerned with the operation and upkeep of deck 
department areas and equipment.

 Responsible for painting and maintaining proper coatings onboard the rig 
Needlegunning, chipping and sanding around the rig Perform general.

 Performed general cleaning, maintenance, and all manual labor duties assigned.

1997 – 2000
ORDINARY SEAMAN - DELTA CORPORATION

 Job Duties and Responsibilities Participate in mooring station Serves as a bridge 
look-out Responsible for loading and unloading cargo Ensures.

 General duties such as sweeping ship decks, power washing bulkhead walls and
overhead ceilings.

 Watch standing skills such as performing lookout duty.
 Participate in mooring station Serves as a bridge look-out Responsible for 

loading and unloading cargo Ensures .
 Paint, buffs and scales decks and ships structure.Loads and unloads 

cargo.launching and navigating lifeboats.Stand watch on deck perform lookout .
 Underway replenishment helmsman Underway replenishment rig operator 

Underway and in port watch stander.
 Deck worker on a dynamic positioning drill ship.

EDUCATION

Diploma in General - (Granby High School - Norfolk, VA)
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SKILLS

Teamwork, Written Communication, Oral Communication, Loading And Unloading, 
Packing And Shipping.
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